Recently claims have been made for radical new insights in the field of invertebrate immunology that involve memory, specificity and/or maternal transfer of immunocompetence. For evidence these claims rely on phenomena, such as survival or reproductive capacity, observed at the level of the whole organism. The allure of these apparently revelatory hypotheses is that they are contrary to established views of innate immunity. They draw implicit analogy to adaptive responses in jawed vertebrates and the terminology used creates an incomplete and misleading picture. We argue that the case for adaptive immunity in invertebrates based only on such phenomena is weak and flawed, as it can only be upheld if supported by descriptions of the underlying mechanisms. We caution against a reliance on this approach as a means of advancing this field-highlighting, as an example, some negative commercial implications of adopting this approach.
Introduction
Recently observations, made using whole organisms, of invertebrates exposed to experimental infection have been interpreted as evidence that these animals have immunological specificity and 'memory' of a kind that is a 'functional' equivalent of adaptive immunity in gnathostome vertebrates.
(1) These observations of phenomena are being claimed as radical new insights into the invertebrate immune system and constitute a major paradigm shift in immunological thinking, rendering current ideas outmoded. These claims for functionally adaptive immunity have been based largely on observations of only a few species and a limited selection of phenomena. Nonetheless, they have been presented as evidence for innate immune memory or priming, (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) innate immune specificity (2, 5, 8) or the inheritance of immune genotype within invertebrate lineages (i.e. vertical transfer from mother to offspring). (7, 8) Hypotheses erected from these observations appear revelatory because the terminology adopted draws analogy to processes that have been characterized in the adaptive immune responses of jawed vertebrates.
In this essay, we argue that a reliance on such phenomenological observations is a flawed and inadequate approach to the study of innate immunity. It sidesteps scientific rigour in failing to rule out, by systematic experimental elimination, other (and arguably simpler) explanations from within the known framework of invertebrate immune functioning. Thus, these hypotheses remain untested and offer no resolution to the problem of elucidating complex host/pathogen systems (see Fig. 1 ). At best, they are naïve and do little to enhance our understanding of immunology. At worst, they mislead and make a retrograde step back to early research into invertebrate immune systems that was driven by the assumption that invertebrates must possess primitive antibody-type immune responses ancestral to those of vertebrates. Crucially, new 'theories' must take into account known facts about the invertebrate response to non-self agents which have been established for a very wide range of invertebrate taxa and which apply to most invertebrates and most challenges most of the time (Table 1) . Put simply, observations of a few 'special cases' of host-parasite interactions in two or three species are not enough to support 'new' global theories, especially without explanation of the biochemical and molecular events involved. We review some of the observational work that has, and is being, used to justify the existence of vertebrate-like adaptive immunity, discuss its limitations and highlight the fundamental necessity for rigorous mechanistic data.
Innate 'priming' or 'memory' Phenomenological evidence for 'immune memory' (2, 9) or 'immune priming' (3,5 -7) has been used to draw analogies to the repertoire of vertebrate adaptive immune responses.
Most reports do not try to make a case for antibody-like molecules or for the clonal selection of specific effectors, but several use a philosophical deductive approach, reasoning that the benefits of acquiring adaptive immunity (i.e. one embracing some degree of specificity and memory) is such that natural selection would have favoured its development. They point out that functionally adaptive immune strategies are as valid as those mediated through vertebrate-type mechanisms and there is no reason why invertebrates should not have invented their own form of 'acquired' or 'adaptive' immunity independently. Whilst these arguments have logic, the existence or not of adaptivity in invertebrates requires:
(1) clear, unambiguous and reproducible evidence of at least some specificity and memory that cannot be attributed to anything other than an active response on behalf of the host, (2) a description of the likely mechanism(s) underpinning the response, and (3) extensive experimental testing of these 'new' hypotheses. The idea that invertebrates have a primitive form of adaptive immune is not new and was explored extensively from the 1960s onwards. Numerous studies were undertaken over some 20 years in which invertebrates were subjected to primary and secondary treatments in a bid to detect elevated immune responsiveness to second or subsequent challenges. Experimental models included graft rejection, phagocytosis, bacterial killing and survival. Despite the prevailing zeitgeist of that time, phenomenological observations and experimental analyses failed to produce consistent and convincing evidence for immune memory or specificity. (30, 31) Indeed, it is on the back of this exhaustive and, ultimately, unsuccessful enterprise that comparative immunologists are now confident to assert that invertebrates do not possess vertebrate-like adaptive immunity. (32) The recent papers re-visiting this issue are based more or less entirely on a few individual and unusual host-parasite associations. They cannot therefore offer a general new concept that can be applied across a range of invertebrate taxa. Within the environment there are numerous ways in which a host phenotype might counter a parasite phenotype (resistance factors), including behavioural modification, (10) reproductive isolation, (11) a switch in life-history strategy, (12) or immune responses to infection. (13) Similarly there are a number of components which contribute to the virulence of any pathogen including the production of virulence factors, (14) quorum sensing interactions (15) and competition with homologous and heterologous parasites for limited host resources. (16) B: The challenge faced by hypotheses constructed from phenomenological observations of one component of this system (e.g. in this example, host phenotype) is that only one part of a complex whole is investigated, often with little or no consideration of the other components or feedbacks between different components. 
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Problems and paradigms Some proponents of immune priming and memory base their case on experiments in which pre-exposure to particular challenges, particularly lipopolysaccharides or b-1,3-glucans, are used to prepare the immune system for subsequent pathogen challenge. Lipopolysaccharides and glucans are compounds known to immunologists as pathogenassociated molecular patterns (PAMPs) as they are derived from bacterial or fungal pathogens, respectively. They bind to molecules within the host immune system, the pattern recognition receptors (PRRs), to form a complex that then initiates a series of events, such as signal transduction or activation of enzyme cascades that result in the liberation of bioactive molecules. What actually happens when protostome invertebrates are injected with PAMPs is that a full-blown immune response occurs, involving activation of particular enzyme cascades, such as the prophenoloxidase system, the regulated exocytosis of aggressive molecules, (4, 13) an increase in the expression of genes coding for antimicrobial proteins (17, 20, 23) and /or other related proteins (see Table 1 and
Smith et al. (33) ), and the initiation of encapsulation reactions leading to haemocytopenia. Experiments in which presentation of PAMPs to the protostome immune system has been claimed to 'prime' the immune system, measure not immune parameters, as might be expected, but survival, (5) temporary increases in growth (34, 35) or reproductive capacity. (8, 36) Thus it is peremptory to then invoke 'adaptivity' by way of explanation for any positive outcomes observed. Importantly, all responses induced by experimental 'priming' have temporal signatures, such as the activation or release of immune system components, which continue until all PAMPs are cleared. In the case of a successful immune response, the released and activated components will persist within the haemocoel until broken down by the host or, in the case of degranulated haemocytes, are replaced by recruitment of haemocytes to the site of infection (17) and haemopoiesis. (37) In decapod crustaceans, mechanistic evidence of this temporal signature has definitively been shown to last between 3 and 72 hours (reviewed by Smith et al.; (33) see also Table 1 ).
Thus any effect on the immune system is short-lived and the 'cost' to the host is potentially high. Inappropriate 'priming' will ultimately deplete the immune system of its chemical and cellular components causing it to become exhausted. If 'priming' does indeed improve survival, growth or fecundity, something else is happening that doesn't necessarily require the creation of an 'adaptive' immune response that has been overlooked previously. In many cases, the experimental design could be the factor that influences the result, not the presence of immune memory. To our knowledge, there has been only one recent report of priming and 'memory' that has attempted to identify the underlying mechanism involved, and this is the specific case in a Drosophila-Streptococcus pneumoniae host-pathogen model. (5) In this laboratory model, it is argued that exposure to a sublethal dose of S. pneumoniae 7 days before a lethal dose of the same species of bacteria does not stimulate the transcription of antimicrobial peptides or the activation of the prophenoloxidase (proPO) enzyme system, but nonetheless prolongs survival of the host. In this specific example, which is not repeated in other Drosophila-bacterial pathogen models, the published data indicate that the phagocytes are responsible for subsequent immunity and that their activity is primed by the experience of the initial sublethal dose. However, it is not clear from these data whether this activity is attributable to an increased performance of existing phagocytes, to an increase in the overall number of phagocytes in vivo, or to some other aspect of the immune system that has not been characterised in the study but which is important to this artificial hostpathogen system (for example: the stimulation of oxyradical production or of proPO-related immune system components that cannot be monitored from gross assessments of melanisation). As a consequence, this publication, (5) whilst going further than most others to investigate the possible mechanism(s) underpinning the observed response, in fact highlights the challenge of dissecting complex immune processes, especially from limited phenomenological observations recorded in isolation. The available evidence does not exclude the possibility that other immune system components are stimulated and does not offer sufficient evidence to justify regarding the response as a newly discovered example of 'immune priming' or memory. We believe that such a conclusion can be reached only after all known immune processes in the host have been tested and eliminated by direct experimental methods. Moreover, the descriptor 'immune memory' is not appropriate as it implicitly draws analogy to the vertebrate-acquired response, which is functionally entirely different, relying on clonally derived lymphocyte subsets, RAG genes and MHC I and II, (32) all of which are the key mediators and hallmarks of immune memory in mammals and none of which appear, to date, to exist in invertebrates, urochordates or agnathans. In no sense does the temporary persistence of immune system components within the haemocoel compare with the life-long production of specific immune cells or antibodies, which typify the immune memory of jawed-vertebrates. Consequently similar terminologies should be avoided.
Innate specificity
Many of the arguments made in favour of invertebrate immune memory based on phenomenological observations claim that it also exhibits specificity. (2, 5, 6, 8, 9) Re-infection level is the measured parameter in a study of the copepod, Macrocyclops albidus, and its parasite, Schistocephalus solidus.
The authors report lower levels of infection in the host after prior exposure to the parasite. As with the Drosophila-S. pneumoniae model, discussed above, (5) the response seems to be 'specific' because it is not seen if the second challenge is to a different 'strain' of the same parasite. (2) Precisely what constitutes the genotypic or antigenic differences between the strains of parasites is not defined yet the authors interpret their findings as evidence for specific memory in the copepod immune system. (2) Furthermore, no direct measurements were made of immune parameters or of parasite killing and the effect was studied over only three days. No mechanistic evidence for this apparent specificity has been presented and no framework for experimental validation so far has been put forth.
Arguing against specificity in the invertebrate immune system is the abundant mechanistic data that have established that the innate immune response of invertebrates is rather non-specific. For example, it has been shown that inoculation with b-1,3-glucans, derived from fungal cell walls, increases the antibacterial response of Bombus terrestris to Arthrobacter globiformis. (38) Numerous other workers have also reported non-specific responses to a diverse array of putative PAMPs including yeast extracts, alginates, sulfated polysaccharides and so forth. (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) With respect to the Drosophila/Streptococcus system described above, no matter how intriguing the data are, this single case does not support a general theory of the evolution of specificity in innate immunity. Whilst existing molecular and cellular data indicate that invertebrates possess innate immune capability with nonspecific responses, it does not follow that they are only able to respond to a limited range of non-self entities. On the contrary, invertebrates are able to respond to a remarkably wide diversity of non-self moieties. The genome size of invertebrates is too small for them to encode suites of receptors to the hundreds of thousands of non-self agents that could potentially threaten the homeostatic integrity of the host (44) and it is the holy grail of immunologists to discover how invertebrate systems manage to achieve such an astounding capacity for recognition. No better case for the absolute importance of mechanistic study at a cellular and molecular level could be made than by recent studies of diversity in the immune systems of the sea lamprey Petromyzon marinus,
the sea urchin Strongylocentrotus purpuratus, (46) the gastropod Biomphalaria glabrata (47) and the mosquito Anopheles gambiae. (48) Molecular studies in A. gambiae have shown that the AgDscam gene can undergo alternative exon splicing to produce a repertoire of pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) on the surface of circulating haemocytes. (48) In B. glabrata an alternative mechanism appears to have evolved in that an extensive family of fibrinogen-related genes (FREP genes) with lectin-like properties have been identified. The expression of these genes has been shown to be upregulated after infection with digenean parasites such as Echinostoma paraensei. (47) Expressed sequence tag (EST) studies in S. purpuratus have shown that the expression of the large 185/333 gene family is increased after inoculation with lipopolysaccharide. (46) However, the ability to somatically expand receptor diversity does not, on its own, constitute memory or effector specificity as recently put forward. (49) To make such conceptual leaps to support the case for vertebrate style adaptive immunity in invertebrates without any other basis is little short of mechanistic justification by proxy.
Further limitations of phenomenology-an incomplete picture of inheritance The failure to make assessment of immunological parameters is a consistent weakness in most papers purporting to demonstrate priming, memory or adaptivity in the invertebrate innate immune system. In some cases, only single-end points are taken and the role of the immune system is inferred but not actually tested. One example is Daphnia magna and its obligate endoparasite, Pasteuria ramosa, (8) a bacterium that infests the body cavity of its host leading to early reproduction, gigantism and, eventually, castration. (50) The authors report that prior exposure of D. magna to one strain of P. ramosa enables the first three parthenogenically produced clutches of offspring to be more resistant to challenge by the same strain but not a different one. (8) They contend that this provides evidence of maternally transferred strain-specific acquired immunity and their paper is frequently cited in support of the existence of immune memory in invertebrates. However, 'resistance' of the host in this investigation is measured in terms of the fecundity (number of offspring and time to first clutch) of the daughter clones. There is no measurement of any immune parameters in the hosts. So how can these observations actually be explained in terms of immune reactivity? It might be expected that the host immune response would act to kill or eliminate the parasites but whether or not the Daphnia daughter clones of the prior challenged mothers had reduced the parasite loads of P. ramosa compared to unchallenged controls is not made clear. A later paper has reported that treatment of infected D. magna with antibiotics ' cures' infection and reverses castration, (50) so a more reliable measure of in this case might also be reduced infection and castration rates. Curiously though, it appears that infected Daphnia actually have enhanced reproduction prior to castration and host death, the time when the new parasites are shed as spores. (50) Ultimately, however, changes in reproductive output cannot be taken as evidence of immune response; at best it can be seen as evidence for a shift in the life history strategy of D. pulex, as in fact reported in a later study of fecundity compensation in the D. pulex/Glugoides intestinalis host/ parasite system. (12) Fecundity compensation is a wellestablished principle in the field of parasitology (51, 52) where it has been argued to be an energetically conservative evolutionary solution to the problem presented by the hostparasite evolutionary 'arms race'. There would be some advantage to the mothers as earlier reproduction gives her offspring a small lead over uninfected con-specifics in gaining first access to resources and enabling them to live long enough to reproduce themselves, irrespective of the risk of later infection. Thus one would not expect to see the evolution of acquired host resistance; a subsequent laboratory study (53) seems to uphold this. Indeed, a later paper has shown for Daphnia that the young of females subjected to poor environmental conditions (food supply and water quality) seem less susceptible to P. ramosa infection than those produced by females in a good environment. (54) This does not demonstrate maternal transfer of specific immunity against this parasite. A more parsimonious explanation is that the mothers raised in a poor environment produce fewer young, earlier, in a bid for survival, perhaps favouring those embryos genotypically best 'fitted' to deal with any infection. Unfortunately no information was provided about clutch size between the environmentally disadvantaged mothers and those from better conditions. Fairly routine molecular analyses could also have revealed genotypic and phenotypic differences between the experimental and control embryos. Certainly, recent molecular immune studies (27) (see also Fig. 2 ) have begun to provide tentative evidence for invertebrates that some individuals might be genetically better able to respond to non-self challenges, indicating that it may be possible that generational enrichment of immune genotypes/phenotypes in the population could occur in sexually reproductive invertebrates, although not automatically requiring transfer of specific immunity. In the case of decapods, specifically lobster (Homarus gammarus) post-larvae, we have found that a small but distinct proportion of animals show higher levels of immune gene expression than others, irrespective of whether the post-larvae had been pre-treated with PAMP-containing agents or not. In short, an animal expressing one immune gene highly is likely to express other immune genes highly as well. (27) These preliminary findings have yet to be substantiated with a wider range of immuneassociated and non-related genes, but it is known within shrimp farming that selective breeding can be used to produce shrimp phenotypes better able to withstand specific diseases, such as the Taura syndrome virus. (55) Fundamental mechanistic studies on the genetics of immune traits are now essential to clarify our understanding of the nature of the invertebrate immune system and the role, if any, of inheritance.
Further limitations-ignoring the pathogens
Hypotheses based on observations of host phenomena can also completely ignore the role of the parasite in the interaction. Indeed, the importance of the parasites' role has recently been emphasized by data presented (56) from the D. magna/P. ramosa system which identified the optimal model for parasite virulence as that in which the castrating parasite maximizes lifetime transmission success by converting host reproductive resources into transmission stages. Similarly interstrain parasite competition within a host (see Fig. 1 ) must be considered. Competition for resources (including a host) may be expected to be more intense between more closely related parasite strains with similar resource requirements. Intense competition between highly related parasites, and vice versa, could explain the gradation of response often reported in observational studies. (2, 8) Competition between parasites has also been identified in several viral diseases of crustaceans. Tang and co-authors (16) demonstrated that the survival of the blue shrimp, Litopenaeus stylirostris, after infection with White Spot Syndrome Virus (WSSV) can be improved by prior infection with Infectious Hypodermal and Haemopoetic Necrosis Virus (IHHNV). These authors argue that the negative interaction of the two viruses, a process referred to as viral interference, (57) in which both viruses compete for the limited replication resources of host cell, causes this situation. Clearly without a mechanistic understanding of both host-parasite and parasite-parasite interactions it is difficult, if not impossible, to attribute 'immune' phenomena to host immune function alone.
The commercial danger of phenomenology-shellfish aquaculture These considerations have a practical importance and do not represent simply theoretical semantic arguments. The shellfish aquaculture industry is desperate to find ways to minimize the consequences of disease outbreaks, and is seeking to develop prophylactics to protect stock animals from infection. (33) Phenomenological observations of 'priming', functional adaptivity or 'memory' continue to provide the 'scientific basis' to support the aquaculture pharmaceutical industry. (58) (59) (60) Numerous products are now marketed globally as additives to enhance the immunity of commercially cultured species, mainly shrimp. As the shellfish farming industry continues to grow, successful treatments that acquire good 'credibility' are set to become 'big earners' for the manufacturers. As previously reviewed (33) however, all mechanistic studies so far have failed to support the conclusion that any stimulation of the invertebrate immune system is sufficiently long-lived to constitute a proper solution to the problem of recurrent disease within the context of invertebrate aquaculture. The limits of immune stimulation as a strategy have only been realized with the advent of detailed studies of cellular, protein and molecular processes, questioning the reliance on phenomena in isolation as a means of advancing or exploiting our knowledge of invertebrate innate immune systems.
Conclusion
In this review, we argue that there is insufficient unequivocal information to support the case for adaptive immunity in invertebrates, at least of the type shown by the gnathostomes. We do not wish to discredit or discourage attempts to understand invertebrate immunity from evolutionary, ecological or phenomenological standpoints. In fact, we fully acknowledge that phenomenological investigations are a logical starting point and immunology is as informed by evolutionary theory as much as any biological discipline. However, we believe that observation cannot be used in isolation and should not be used solely as the basis for radical claims that run counter to well-established mechanistic evidence. They can, of course, be used to construct hypotheses but such hypotheses must be exhaustively tested and backed by rigorous functional cellular, biochemical and molecular methods, to eliminate all alternative explanations and existing data even if thought 'old' should not be ignored (Table 1 , see also (51, 52, 57) ). Importantly, it is necessary to establish if any mechanisms found are homolgous to those in vertebrates. This last point is crucial because as Klein (44) has cogently pointed out, functional similarity in the immune system does not prove homology and is a meaningless concept. We do not need to re-ask questions addressed and answered 30-40 years ago and hope to find that after all we have been missing something obvious all this time. Many, if not all, of the phenomena currently purported to show adaptive responses in invertebrates can be explained within the framework of our current knowledge of the multitude of innate processes. Only when we are sure that they cannot, do we have something truly radical to celebrate.
